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Objectives: This work aimed to analyse possible zoonotic spill-over of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). We report the spill-over of mink-adapted SARS-CoV-2 from farmed mink to
humans after adaptation that lasted at least 3 months.
Methods: Next-generation sequencing and a bioinformatic approach were applied to analyse the data.
Results: In an isolate obtained from an asymptomatic patient testing positive for SARS-CoV-2, we found
four distinguishing mutations in the S gene that gave rise to the mink-adapted variant (G75V, M177T,
Y453F, and C1247F) and others.
Conclusions: Zoonotic spill-over of SARS-CoV-2 can occur from mink to human. Lukasz Rabalski, Clin
Microbiol Infect 2022;28:451.e1e451.e4
© 2021 European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All

rights reserved.
Introduction

Coronaviruses are potential zoonotic pathogens, and severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the third
highly pathogenic member of this family to emerge in the 21st
century [1]. Although mass vaccinations are currently under way,
the fate of the virus remains unclear. Herd immunity and eradica-
tion are somewhat unrealistic given its prevalence, genetic di-
versity, and existing animal reservoirs. Thus far, SARS-CoV-2
infections have been reported in different mammalian species
worldwide, including dogs, domestic cats, tigers, lions, ferrets,
mink and deer, and it is maintained in rodents [2e5]. SARS-CoV-2
infections in farmed mink have recently been confirmed in
Europe [6], and transmission of the virus from infected mink to
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humans has been reported in Denmark and The Netherlands [7e9].
After Denmark, Poland is the second largest producer of mink pelts
in Europe, with 354 active Polishmink farms and approximately 6.3
million mink [10]. Interspecies coronavirus transfer among mam-
mals is not surprising. The transfer of highly pathogenic variants
from bats usually occurs via intermediate hosts. Previous examples
include infection of dromedary camels withMiddle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS) coronavirus and palm civets with SARS-
associated coronavirus, followed by transfer of the viruses to
humans [11]. A comprehensive analysis of existing strains suggests
that these events are not exceptions. The human coronavirus OC43
is a betacoronavirus first described in the 1960s; it is associated
with upper and lower respiratory tract disease in humans [12]. Of
note, closely related virus species are found in cattle (bovine
coronavirus) and dogs (canine respiratory coronavirus). The exact
routes of transfer among different species remain puzzling, but one
obvious possibility is that, as with SARS-CoV-2, these viruses
spread between humans and companion and farmed animals [13].
Recently, we and others have detected SARS-CoV-2 infection in
farmed mink in Northern Poland [14,15]. The first report identified
SARS-CoV-2 in samples collected from mink in mid-November
blished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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2020. Even though the prevalence of the virus was low and cases
were most likely isolated, we have sequenced the isolates and
shown that the positive signal did not originate from contamina-
tion. The aim of this study was to detect possible zoonotic spill-over
of SARS-CoV-2 from mink to farm workers.
Fig. 1. Phylogenetic analysis of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV
fixing mutations (upper right of each radial time tree) in all isolates forming a group that l
November 2020 mink isolates. B: January 2021 mink isolates and a single human isolat
BdNorway/4235/2020, Germany/NW-HHU-340/2020, and Iceland/4563/2021.
Materials and methods

This study was approved by the Independent Bioethical Com-
mittee for Scientific Research at the Medical University of Gdansk,
Gdansk, Poland (Statement no. KBBN/183/2020).
-2) lineage B.1.1.279 combined with inferred time (bottom of each radial time tree) of
eads to the generation of the mink variants. Yellow colour represents new variants. A:
e. C: nearest neighbours human isolates that share a common ancestor with A and
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SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing was performed at the Univer-
sity of Gdansk, Poland, using samples containing RNA isolated from
positive swabs (amplification of two target genes in RT-PCR).
ARTICv3 primer-based amplicon generation followed by an Ox-
ford Nanopore Technology MinION runwas performed with no live
base-calling. Using Guppy v4 raw reads were base-called (high
accuracy model), debarcoded, and trimmed to delete adapter,
barcode and PCR primer sequences. ARTIC field bioinformatics
v1.2.1 pipeline software with implemented Medaka final polishing
were used to generate SARS-CoV-2 genomes. Phylogenetic analysis
was performed using the procedure recommended by Nextstrain.
org. In brief, Augur toolkit v10.03 use MAFFT v7 to align nucleo-
tide genomic sequences and IQ-TREE v2 to infer phylogenetic trees
by a maximum likelihood approach. Time of divergence was
calculated by TreeTime v0.8.1. [16].
Results

In this study we identified an index case of infection with a
mink-adapted variant in humans. Following the identification of
SARS-CoV-2 cases in farmed animals, exposed staff were tested for
SARS-CoV-2 (nasopharyngeal swabs) using RT-qPCR. A single pos-
itive case involving an asymptomatic person was detected in a
sample collected on 1st February 2021 and sequenced using the
ARTIC Nanopore technology protocol. The resulting sequence was
deposited in GISAID under the accession number EPI_ISL_1034274.
Phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1) shows that the virus clusters closely
with those isolated frommink (group B, Fig. 1, bottom radial trees).
Furthermore, mutations characteristic of the mink-adapted variant
were present in the virus genomic sequence (Table 1), confirming
that the person had contracted it from the mink.
Table 1
Representation of mutations in mink-originated severe acute respiratory syndrome coro
January 2021 mink isolates and a single human isolate. Group C: nearest neighbours in
November 2020. The red colour represents mutations acquired during 3 months passage
Two SARS-CoV-2 isolates (GISAID: EPI_ISL_984305 and EPI_-
ISL_984307) from animals at the same farmwere collected on 27th
of January, sequenced, and deposited on 23rd of February by the
laboratory of the National Veterinary Research Institute in Poland.
Phylogenetic analysis of the data indicated that the virus belongs to
the B.1.1.279 lineage (pangolin classification), which is not sur-
prising considering the prevalence of this variant in Europe.
Genome analysis for this isolate showed that they carry a combi-
nation of mutations noted in viruses already isolated from mink in
November 2020 (Fig. 1, bottom left radial tree), and also four new
changes in the genome (Fig. 1, bottom right radial tree).
Discussion

We report a SARS-CoV-2 zoonotic spill-over from farmed mink
to a farmworker. In an isolate obtained from an asymptomatic farm
employee who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, we found four dis-
tinguishing mutations in the S gene that gave rise to the mink-
adapted variant (G75V, M177T, Y453F, and C1247F) and others.
These new changes include the Y453F mutation, which was pre-
viously reported to have emerged in mink during serial passages
(e.g. in Denmark and recently Lithuania) [17], and a novel mutation
that is not present in any global SARS-CoV-2 isolate which trun-
cates ORF 7b at position L22. Considering all of the data, we spec-
ulate that the virus was already present in the mink population in
November 2020, presumably after a single introduction during the
late summer or fall season.

The emerging variant is clearly the result of adaptation of the
virus to the mink host, with some point mutations fixed early
during spread in the mink and additional changes accumulating
over time (Fig. 1, bottom right). Although the exact role or roles of
navirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) isolates. Group A: November 2020 mink isolates. Group B:
lineage B.1.1.279 human isolates. The yellow colour represents mutations fixed in
s on the mink farm
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these mutations remain to be determined, one possible implication
is improved fitness in the new host [18,19]. Any effects on disease
course, transmissibility, or immunogenicity in humans are not
known [20], but the variant should be tracked in the general
population.

This study was limited by the access to the diagnostic material
from citizens living close to the farm. Comprehensive screening of
the population living in the nearby settlements would have
enriched our study. We believe that such an approach should be
conducted straight after the first SARS-CoV-2 infection in the mink
and should last for an extended period to detect and analyse
possible spill-over. Our results confirm the need for country-scale
epizootiological monitoring and careful genomic analysis of
SARS-CoV-2-positive human samples.
Data availability

The complete genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 isolated from
the patient was deposited in GISAID under the accession number:
EPI_ISL_1034274.
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